Np236 transfer case diagram

If you need more information or cannot find the parts you need give us a call, if you would like
to save money, ask about our good take out parts GTO , they are inspected and guaranteed.
Midwest Transmission has been in the automotive re-manufacturing and rebuilding business for
19 years, shipping completed units world wide. To improve quality Midwest was one of the first
companies to include dyno testing of manual transmission prior to shipping as a final step in
the quality control process. We specialize in manual transmissions, automatic transmission and
transfer cases. We can help with improving performance and conversions. Guaranteed quality
and correct parts supplied. You can see the complete line of products that we offer at Having
issues diagnosing problems with your NP transfer case? We can help free knowledgeable
technical support! To speak to a Drivetrain Expert or to place an order call us toll free We have a
large inventory of rebuilt NP transfer cases plus Transfer Case parts. Our factory rebuilt
re-manufactured transfer cases are tested before leaving our factory to ensure quality, saving
you both time and money! Our rebuilt transfer Cases include all new bearings, gaskets, seals,
chains clutch and viscous couplers where used. These units are tested before leaving the
factory. Chevrolet started using this transfer case in models. The NP was manufactured with left
side drop output and has a low gear ratio of 2. This unit has combination of 2 high, 4 high, auto
4wd and 4 low. The units are provided with 27 spline front output and utilizes a rear slip yokes.
A problem associated with the NP transfer case is input and or output bearing wobble wearing
out the case. The case material is magnesium which can build up heat in the unit causing failure
of range fork and range hub, we recommend that these items be replaced during the rebuild
cycle. The NP is also susceptible to problems caused by running the NP transfer case on hard
surfaces like concrete or asphalt. Run 4WD only on loose dirt, snow, mud, sand or grass as the
different wheel speeds in turns can put excessive torque loads on clutch, chain and sprockets.
If you have purchased your vehicle used the very first order of business is to double check the
tire diameters. Used car dealers may have mismatched the tires to make the sale. Mismatched
tires will cause the NP transfer case to fail. In addition to a rebuilt 12 month warrantied NP
transfer cases we offer all parts required to rebuild your unit, we have new parts and per your
request we can provide good used takeout parts to save you money! Part identification is
occasionally a problem and knowing just what parts need to be replaced can be an issue, we
can help by identification of associated parts that should be replaced when one part fails. Take
advantage of our expertise! Buy parts from Midwest Transmission Center and receive bonus
free telephone expertise to assist you in diagnosing the problem, part s required and additional
phone assistance when you are in the re-assembly processes if required. Our factory rebuilt
re-manufactured Transfer Cases are tested before leaving the factory. Save yourself time and
money! We provide a detailed list of rebuilt NP units and parts that are available plus detailed
assembly illustrations to help you in parts identification and the purchasing phase of the rebuild
process. Rebuilt NP transfer cases include all new bearings, gaskets, seal, clutch parts, chains
and filters. Below we provide a NP parts illustrations to assist you with the correct identification
of the parts you need. Select the parts you require from the the list below and give us a call This
information tag is located on rear of transfer case near where the driveshaft exits. Please supply
the assembly number when ordering a replacement. Cryogenic Treat any shaft or gear. Call for a
quote. This is an example of a widget area that you can place text to describe a product or
service. You can also use other WordPress widgets such as recent posts, recent comments, a
tag cloud or more. About Contact Us Blog Cart 0. Midwest Transmission Center, Inc. Toll Free
Free Technical Support. Take advantage of our expertise when working on your NP! Potential
problems with the NP Transfer Case A problem associated with the NP transfer case is input
and or output bearing wobble wearing out the case. Free NP Transfer Case parts illustration We
provide a detailed list of rebuilt NP units and parts that are available plus detailed assembly
illustrations to help you in parts identification and the purchasing phase of the rebuild process.
Select this link to see what models that use this Transfer Case. Need Stronger Parts? Fork
Insert 52mm long. Footer 4 Widget This is an example of a widget area that you can place text to
describe a product or service. All Rights Reserved. Designed and Managed by: Webbing Soul.
About us. Contact us. Rebuilt Transmissions. Rebuilt Transfercases. Transmission parts new.
Used gears and parts. Muncie 4spds. Ford toploader 4spd. Transmission tools. Jeep AX5 parts.
NV Parts. Ford ZF parts. SM parts. Ford M5R1 parts. Ford M5R2 parts. NP parts. ZF 6 spd Parts.
NP Parts. TB Trans checkout. Transfer case parts, transfercase parts ,, This list is mainly so you
can get an idea on our pricing. If you need any help finding the right parts please give us a call.
Use the REF on the left to match the parts in the parts diagram. Click the buttons below to go to
your parts!!!!!!!! Prices are subject to change without notice. Chevy Parts. Parts diagram click
here. NP front casehalf Chevy. NP Rangefork Chevy. NP Chain Chevy. NP Planet assy. NP Input
shaft Chev 32 spline NP Bearing kit. NP mode fork. NP tailhouse bushing. NP Annulus bushing.
NP small parts kit. NP bearing kit. NP Transfer case. NP Chevy parts. Parts Diagram click here.

NP C Bearing kit. NP bearing kit on with N input bearing. To order parts call toll free at 1 !!!!! NP
slider. NP shift fork. NP input shaft 27 spline T NP input 10 spline SM NP electric shift motor 7
pin rect plug. NP electric shift motor 2 pin rect plug. NP NP Transfer case. NP GM chevy parts.
NP XHD bearing kit. NP Front case half. Ford parts. BW Ford parts. BW BW bearing kit. BW
Transfer case. Call for info and pricing on more BW parts!!!! To order parts call toll free at 1 !!!!
BW ford parts. Dodge parts. Call for info and pricing on more NPD parts!!! Call for info and
pricing on more np DHD parts!!!!!! NP tailhousing. NP input shaft. NP mode assembly. Transfer
case range fork. We hope this information can help you determine which transfer case you need
and any upgrades that might be available. We hope this might help in identifying the transfer
case found on your G. Contact us today with any questions about your transfer case needs. Use
your off road vehicle wisely. We replace all bearings, seals, fork pads, viscous when the unit
has them and chains chains are Morse and only Morse chains. Each Transfer Case is unique
and specific to the vehicle. These numbers are critical in determining the exact transfer case for
your vehicle. With the front output drop on the driver side. This unit has a 27 spline front output
and utilizes a rear slip yoke. This unit has a couple of problems, it utilizes a viscous coupler
clutch system that can fail. One way to recognize this failure mode is clicking sounds when
turning on dry asphalt or concrete surfaces. Viscous coupler failure is attributed to excessive
heat build up. Once you have a hole in the case fluid will be lost and the case will fail. It is also
seen in the Chevy Astro Van from and up. Cadillac Escalade Ext. Chevy pickups and vans from
The NP was has a left side drop output and a low gear ratio of 2. This unit has 2WD and 4wd,
combination of 2 high, 4 high, neutral and 4 low. Utilizes a 27 spline front output and a rear slip
yoke. The New Process NP transfer case is one of the most common manually operated transfer
cases found in all domestic 4x4s except Fords. The NP case, like the , is a found in S-series
vehicle applications. Having an aluminum case and being driven by a chain. The NP can have
issues with case failure caused by the oil pump housing wearing a hole in the case Another
problem associated with the NP transfer case is input and or output bearing wobble wearing out
the case. Run 4WD only on loose dirt, snow, mud, sand or grass. Chevrolet started using this
transfer case in models. The NP is a solid, reliable transfer case and superior to the NP it
replaced. But as they age, the drivechain can stretch. Also, the synthetic pads on the shift forks
wear, causing intermittent problems when the forks do not stay in their intended position.
Offered with both passenger and driver side front outputs. Input spline counts from 23 to
Versions were built for mechanical speedometer cables and for electronic vehicle speed
sensors. That is New Process, also known as New Venture. This system signals an electronic
motor mounted to the transfer case to shift the transfer case, rather than a shift lever with
mechanical linkage. These transfer cases are part time four wheel drive electric shift. The NP
case may seem identical to its previous model, the , it has the added feature of being more
compatible with more engine sizes than ever before. Chevy , , truck and Van. The NP is chain
driven, 4WD with manual shift. Left side drop output and has a low gear ratio of 2. Has a
combination of 2 high, 4 high, neutral and 4 low. Some pickups are supplied with heavy duty HD
and extreme heavy duty XHD heavy duty version with wider chains, sprockets and HD planetary.
A better option is to replace the rear case with the new design. Another problem associated with
the NP transf
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er case is input and or output bearing wobble wearing out the case. The NP is a chain driven
electric shift and part time transfer case. The output is on the driver-side with center rear
output. The XHD unit is supplied with most diesel versions, the HD version has a 6 pinion planet
and utilizes a 1. The NP has a couple of design problems, the oil pump can wear a hole in the
rear case half. We recommend using the upgraded rear case. The second problem is caused by
heat build up, failure of the shift forks causing the plastic pads to melt and damage the range
shift hub and sometimes cause shaft damage. Get the replacement transfer case upgrade d
heavy aluminum rear case that fixes inherent weaknesses built into OEM original equipment
manufacturer transfer cases that came with the vehicle you have. If your vehicle has one of the
listed models, your transfer case may end up with oil leaks. Skip to content. TNT Transfer Case.
Re-manufactured Transfer Cases. GM NP Transfer case. Close Menu.

